APPENDIX C: TITLE LIST OF ALL VOLUMES CHECKED

Note: All titles listed below were searched in Google Book Search, Microsoft Live Search Books, and ACLS Humanities E-Book. Listings of these projects following the bibliographic information below indicate that either full-view, previews, or snippets of the book in question were available for viewing. Digitizations for projects listed in boldface were viewed and evaluated in this study. Numbers in parentheses refer to entry numbers in Part I. Google Book Search “no preview” listings have not been included in this list because of their limited use for scholars, as discussed in Part II. The Title List is divided into three parts: American Intellectual History; Three Reference Sources (Appendix A); and Comparing Pre-1923 Digitizations in ACLS Humanities E-Book with Digitizations of the Same Texts in Google Book Search and Microsoft Live Search Books (Appendix B).

AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL HISTORY

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (99).

**Full text:** Google (98); Microsoft.

________. *Historical Essays*. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1891.  
**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (194).

**Full text:** Google (48); Microsoft.

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (49).

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (69).  
[Note: Google offers a complete full text version of the 10-volume 1850-56 edition of Adams’s works, reprinted in the 1860s. Microsoft offers 7 of the 10 volumes of the 1850-56 edition.]
**Full text: Google (93).**

**Full text: Google (143); Microsoft.** [Note: Google and Microsoft both offer complete full-text versions of the 4-volume work.]

**Full text: Google (83).**


**Full text: Google; Microsoft (187).** [Note: Google and Microsoft both offer complete full-text versions of the 2-volume work.]

Preview: Google.


Snippet: Google.

**Full text: Google (68).**

**Full view: ACLS Humanities E-Book (55).** Preview: Google.

**Full text: Microsoft (189).** Preview: Google.


Full text: Google (151).

Snippet: Google.

Full text: Google (71).

Full text: Google (76).

Snippet: Google (later edition).


Preview: Google.

Preview: Google (168).


Berkhofer, Robert F., Jr. *The White Man’s Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the Present* (1978)
Snippet: Google.

Full text: Google; Microsoft (147). [Note: Google and Microsoft both offer complete full-text versions of the 4-volume work.]

Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (75).

Snippet: Google (later edition).


Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (180).

Buck, Paul H. *The Road to Reunion* (1937).


Preview: Google.

**Full text:** Google (16); Microsoft (different edition).

Snippet: Google.

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (200). Preview: Google; Microsoft.

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (149).

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (12). [Note: Google offers full-text complete versions of the 6-volume 1st edition, 7th edition, and 17th edition, in addition to full text of selected volumes of the 2nd, 4th, 8th, 10th, 11th, and 12th editions. Microsoft offers one-volume editions of Channing’s writings published in 1875, 1877, and 1899.]


Preview: Google; Microsoft.

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (90).

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (184).

Preview: Google.
Preview: Google.

**Full text: Google (126).**

Preview: Google.

**Preview: Google (181).**

Preview: Google.

Snippet: Google.

**Full text: Google; Microsoft (37).**

**Preview: Google (173).**

Snippet: Google.

Preview: Google.

**Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (15).**

Preview: Google.

**Full text:** Google (43); Microsoft.

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (159).

**Full text:** Google (123); Microsoft.

**Full text:** Google (118); Microsoft.

**Full text:** Google (158). [Note: Google offers full text of the complete 4-volume edition.]

**Full text:** Google (141); Microsoft.

Snippet: Google.

Snippet: Google.


**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (17).

**Full text:** Google (106).

Snippet: Google (later edition).


Fink, Leon. *Progressive Intellectuals and the Dilemmas of Democratic Commitment*. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999. (this is the paperback version; original was copyrighted in 1997)


**Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (185).**

Fox, Dixon Ryan. *Ideas in Motion* (1935).  
Snippet: Google.

Franklin, Benjamin. *The Works of Benjamin Franklin; Containing Several Political and Historical Tracts Not Included in Any Former Edition, and Many Letters, Official and Private Not Hitherto Published; with Notes and a Life of the Author by Jared Sparks*. 10 vols. Boston, Hilliard, Gray, Co., 1840. [volume one]  

**Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (125).** Preview: Google.


**Full text: Google (31).**

**Full text: Google; Microsoft (32).**

**Full text: Google (other editions); Microsoft (77).**

**Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (145).** Snippet: Google.

Snippet: Google (later edition).


Full text: Google; Microsoft (174).


Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (60). Snippet: Google.


The Paranoid Style in American Politics, and Other Essays (1965).

The Progressive Historians: Turner, Beard, Parrington (1968).


The Paranoid Style in American Politics, and Other Essays (1965).

The Progressive Historians: Turner, Beard, Parrington (1968).

Antithetical Style in American Politics, and Other Essays (1965).

In the American Province: Studies in the History and Historiography of Ideas (1985).


Ingersoll, C. J., *A Discourse Concerning the Influence of America on the Mind; Being the Annual Oration Delivered Before the American Philosophical Society at the University in Philadelphia on the 18th October, 1823, by Their Appointment, and Published by Their Order*. Philadelphia: Abraham Small, 1823. **Full text: Google (3); Microsoft (4).**


James, William. *Pragmatism: A New Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking; Popular Lectures on Philosophy*. New York: Longmans, Green, 1907. **Full text: Google (113); Microsoft.**

_______. *The Will to Believe and Other Essays in Popular Philosophy*. New York: Longman’s Green, 1896. **Full text: Google; Microsoft (87).**


Jefferson, Thomas. *Notes on the State of Virginia*. Philadelphia: Prichard and Hall, 1788. **Full text: Early American Imprints (85); Google.**


________. Ideas in America (1944).
Snippet: Google.


*Preview: Google; Microsoft (74).*

*Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (65).*

*Preview: Google.*


*Preview: Google.*

*Preview: Google.*

*Preview: Google.*

[Vol. 1]  
*Full text: Google; Microsoft (57). [Note: Google and Microsoft both offer complete full-text versions of the 2-volume work.]*

*Preview: Google.*

*Preview: Google (166).*

Full text: Google (96).

Full text: Google (138).

Snippet: Google.

Preview: Google (191).


Snippet: Google.

Preview: Google (188).


Madison, James. The Papers of James Madison, Purchased by Order of Congress; Being His Correspondence and Reports of Debates during the Congress of the Confederation and His Reports of Debates in the Federal Convention; Now Published from the Original Manuscripts, Deposited in the Department of State, by Direction of the Joint Library Committee of Congress, under the Supervision of Henry D. Gilpin. Volume I. Washington: Langtree & O'Sullivan, 1840.
Full text: Google (56); Microsoft. [Note: Google offers full text of the complete 3-volume 1840-41 edition of Madison’s writings, in addition to vols. 2-3 of the 4-volume 1865 edition and 6 volumes of the 9-volume 1900-10 edition. Microsoft offers full text versions of the 3-volume 1840 edition and the 4-volume 1865 edition, in addition to 5 of the 9 volumes of the 1900-10 edition.]

Marcuse, Herbert. One Dimensional Man (1964).
Preview: Google (later edition).

Preview: Google; Microsoft (42).
**Full text: Google (116).**

**Preview: Google; Microsoft (132).**

**Preview: Google (186).**

**Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (45).**

**Full text: Google; Microsoft (152).**

**Full text: Google (86).**


**Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (25).** Preview: Google.


**Preview: Google; Microsoft (67).**
Miller, Perry, ed. The Transcendentalists: An Anthology (1950).


Full text: Google (198).

Nichols, Roy. The Disruption of American Democracy (1948).

Preview: Google (23).


Preview: Google (196).

Full text: Google (73).

________. History of American Socialisms (1870).
Full text: Google.

Preview: Google.

Preview: Google.

Preview: Google.

Snippet: Google.

Full text: Google (78); Microsoft. [Note: Google offers vol. 1 of the 3-volume 1854 edition of Paine’s works; vols. 1, 3, and 4 of the 4-volume 1894-96 edition; and 7 volumes of the 10-volume 1908 edition. Microsoft offers the complete 4 volumes of a 1906-08 edition (perhaps a reprint of the 1894-96 edition), in addition to 2 volumes of the 10-volume 1908 edition.]


Patten, Simon N. *The Premises of Political Economy; Being a Re-Examination of Certain Fundamental Principles of Economic Science*. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1885. **Full text: Google (146).**


______. *Present Philosophical Tendencies: A Critical Survey of Naturalism, Idealism, Pragmatism, and Realism Together with a Synopsis of the Philosophy of William James*. New York: Longmans, Green, 1912. **Full text: Google (91); Microsoft.**


______. *Puritanism and Democracy* (1944).


Pratt, Julius W. *Expansionists of 1898* (1936).


Riley, Woodbridge. *American Thought from Puritanism to Pragmatism*. New York: H. Holt, 1915. **Full text: Google (1); Microsoft (2).**


Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (100).


Preview: Google; Microsoft (7).

Full text: Google (63).

Preview: Google; Microsoft (27).


Full text: Google; Microsoft (94).

Full text: Microsoft (64). Preview: Google.

Preview: Google (183).

Preview: Google.


**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (30). Preview: Google.


**Preview:** Google; Microsoft (142).


**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (154).


**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (92).


**Preview:** Google; Microsoft (119).


**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (115). Preview: Google.


Preview: Google.


Preview: Google.


**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (170). Snippet: Google.


Preview: Google.
Preview: Google (later edition).

**Full text**: Google; Microsoft (44).

**Full text**: Google; Microsoft (179).

Preview: Google.

**Full text**: Google (103); Microsoft.

________. *Collected Essays in Political and Social Science* (1885).

**Full text**: Google; Microsoft (97). [Note: Google offers full text of the complete 10-volume 1894 edition of Thoreau’s writings and 14 of the 20 volumes of the 1906 edition. Microsoft offers full text of 9 of the 10 volumes of the 1884 edition, 2 of the 10 volumes of the 1894 edition, and 16 of the 20 volumes of the 1906 edition.]


**Full text**: Google (51); Microsoft. [Note: Google and Microsoft offer full text of both volumes of the two-volume edition.]

**Full text**: Google (111); Microsoft. [Note: Google and Microsoft offer full text of both volumes of the two-volume edition.]

**Full text**: Google; Microsoft (164).
**Full text:** Google (21).

**Full text:** Google (108).


**Full text:** Google (101).


**Full text:** Google (13) [both volumes].

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (172).

**Full text:** Google; Microsoft (19).  
[Note: Google and Microsoft offer full text of all 3 volumes.]

Full text: Google.

Weaver, Richard. *Ideas Have Consequences* (1948).

Snippet: Google.

**Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (40).** Preview: Google.

**Full text: ACLS Humanities E-Book (175).** Preview: Google.

**Preview: Google; Microsoft (144).**


**Preview: Google.**

**Full text: Google (31); Microsoft.**


**Preview: Google.**


**Preview: Google; Microsoft (124).** Full view: ACLS Humanities E-Book.

**Snippet: Google.**

Wright, Benjamin F. *American Interpretations of Natural Law* (1931).


THREE REFERENCE SOURCES (APPENDIX A)


COMPARING PRE-1923 DIGITIZATIONS IN ACLS HUMANITIES E-BOOK WITH DIGITIZATIONS OF THE SAME TEXTS IN GOOGLE BOOK SEARCH AND MICROSOFT LIVE SEARCH BOOKS (APPENDIX B)
**Full text:** Google (204A); Microsoft (204B); ACLS Humanities E-Book (204A).

**Full text:** Google (205A); Microsoft (205B); ACLS Humanities E-Book (205A).

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (209B); Microsoft (209A) (vol. 1 only).

**Full text:** Google (206A); Microsoft (206B); ACLS Humanities E-Book (206C).

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (210B); Google (210A) (vol. 1 only).

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (211B); Google (211A).

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book. [Note: Google and Microsoft offer full-text versions of earlier editions of Prescott’s *The History of the Conquest of Mexico.*]

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book.

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (212B); Google (212A).

______. *Il metodo degli umanisti.* Firenze: Felice le Monnier, editore, 1922.  
**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book.

**Full text:** ACLS Humanities E-Book (213B); Microsoft (213A).

**Full text:** Google (207A, 208A); Microsoft (207B, 208B); ACLS Humanities E-Book (207C, 208C).